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The Peace Fountain sits on Anishinaabe Territory. The
Anishinaabe in the Windsor area are known as the Ojibwa,
Odawa, and Potawatomi Nations, or the Three Fires
Confederacy. Today the Anishinaabe of the Three Fires
Confederacy are represented by Walpole Island First
Nation. The City of Windsor respects the historical and
ongoing authority of Walpole Island First Nation over its
Territory
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Architect

Fountain Infrastructure

Toronto

Edmonton

Recently recognized nationally with the 2020
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada (RAIC)
Emerging Practice Award, PARTISANS is an
architecture studio that specializes in making
the improbable possible at all scales and project
types. Free from standard norms, we approach
all projects with the same rigor and
commitment, from large-scale city planning to
furniture. Our strategic decision to forgo
programmatic or typological specialization
comes from the importance that we place on
both innovation and partnerships. Architecture
is not just the act of building walls—it’s a way of
seeing, thinking, and making that expands and
revolutionizes our experience of the world.

Aquatic Engineering Canada (AEC) is the
consulting & engineering design division of
Pond Pro Canada Ltd. AEC is a family-owned
and operated company, with our first priority
being our commitment to our customers. This
has enabled our customer base to grow across
Canada, with customers in every province.
We have expanded our team to offer custom
design and engineering services while building
off the reputation and network that Pond Pro
Canada has developed over twenty years of
being a Canadian industry leader. With an
increasing demand for water consultation and
management, aquatic engineering services, and
custom aquatic equipment, Pond Pro Canada
has significantly expanded its team to include
several in-house biologists, water engineers,
and qualified design representatives.

Activation & Lighting
Montreal
Moment Factory applies creativity and
innovation to deliver remarkable experiences
that bring people together. Since 2001,
Moment Factory has been at the forefront of
new media entertainment, combining diverse
talents and cross-industry expertise to produce
over 450 groundbreaking projects worldwide.
Headquartered in Montreal, the studio also has
offices in Los Angeles, London, Tokyo, Paris,
New York City and Singapore. Our work spans
the globe and includes clients like Disney,
Arcade Fire, Microsoft, Sony, Boston Museum
of Science, Madonna, Universal Studios, and the
Toronto Zoo.
Moment Factory is always thrilled to bring a
new twist to public places, breathing fresh
energy into spaces, drawing new audiences, and
putting smiles on people’s faces. We help put
places on the map—generating excitement,
attracting worldwide media attention, and
building innovative urban identities.
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Structural Engineering
Amsterdam
For over 75 years, Arup has been recognized for
its vision, talent, and tenacity. Dedicated to
sustainable development, the firm is a collective
of 16,000 designers, advisors and experts
working across 140 countries. Founded to be
both humane and excellent, we collaborate
with our clients and partners using imagination,
technology and rigor to shape the better world.
Arup’s primary goal is to develop a truly
sustainable built environment. This means that
in all our work, we aim to identify a balance
between the needs of a growing world
population and the finite capacity and health of
our planet.
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Outdoor Comfort

Renewable Energy

New York

Boucherville, QC

Transsolar KlimaEngineering is a diverse team of
engineers focused on creating climateresponsive built environments. Consulting for a
variety of projects, ranging from residential and
university buildings to museum design, campus
planning, and urban design, we collaborate with
our clients and partners to enhance the human
experience while minimizing resource use
following our self-declared attitude: High
Comfort, Low Impact.

ORPC improves people’s lives, and their
environment, through sustainable energy
solutions. Constantly pushing the boundaries of
innovation, ORPC brings marine renewable
energy technology and project development
solutions to its community and industrial
partners, specializing in microgrid to utility-scale
river and tidal energy applications, and
underwater mobile power supplies for offshore
energy applications. With a growth-oriented
business model and an engaged workforce
committed to collaboration with all
stakeholders and customers, ORPC delivers
practical, high performing, sustainable solutions
that provide clean, affordable energy while
ensuring positive economic results for all.

In partnership with the world’s leading
architects our unique approach has led to
numerous breakthrough projects including
Manitoba Hydro Place, which in 2012 became
the most energy efficient office tower in North
America. Our collaborative style has earned our
projects many AIA Honor, COTE Top Ten, and
other international awards; a recent high point
is the 2015 AIA Institute Honor for Collaborative
Achievement.
Transsolar has been operating for more than 25
years with offices in Stuttgart, Munich, Paris,
and New York.
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Project Background
Reimagining the Peace Fountain
The Charles Brooks Memorial Peace Fountain is nearing the end of its service life. Facing increasingly
expensive repairs and high operational costs, the City of Windsor issued an RFP seeking design
consulting services to provide three conceptual design options for an innovative new water feature. The
three design strategies the City requested from the design team are as follows:
1. A water-based fountain (floating)
2. A land and water based fountain (having components on both land and in water)
3. A strictly land based fountain (all components are land based and throw into the existing bay)
The City is looking for something new and innovative that will be a tourist attraction, an iconic piece
unique to Windsor and the park and something that has entertainment qualities that incorporates
various water patterns, lighting and perhaps even music and fire. The fountain is to be designed to fit
specifically within the context of this unique site and ensure that all features of the new design are
easily accessible for future maintenance.

Peace Fountain History
The Charles Brooks Memorial Peace Fountain opened in 1978. The fountain is both a celebration of
Charles Brooks’ life and accomplishments, as well as a beautiful symbolic call for democratic peace—a
meaning only enhanced by its presence on the international border with the United States. Charles
Brooks was a highly accomplished and respected union and civic leader who lived and worked in
Windsor. He had significant influence on social progress and achievements with workers rights and
welfare, the effects of which radiated nationally and internationally. Mr. Brooks was a significant
advocate for the City of Windsor itself, being involved with affordable housing projects for workers, as
well as playing an important role in realizing the transformation of the riverfront from industrial uses to
an extensive public park system. The legacy of Mr. Brooks, as well as the call for peace, are messages
that are as important today as they were when the fountain opened. The fountain is at once a
celebratory space for community gathering and memory, as well as a calming civic anchor set in the
beautiful Reaume Park.
The Peace Fountain was a major technical innovation when it was installed in 1978, being the only
international floating fountain in the world. From being in operation for 43 years, the fountain has
become a landmark in Windsor, and a place imbued with memories of generations of Windsorites.
The Peace Fountain has faced a number of challenges in its lifetime, requiring extensive repairs,
expensive and difficult operations and maintenance needs, and difficulty sourcing compatible
replacement equipment. The technology that operates the fountain, lighting, and programming is as old
as the fountain itself and as such has limited options for new programming and effects.
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Public Engagement
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Approach to Public Engagement
Given the civic importance of the Peace Fountain, as well as the significant attachments generations of
Windsorites have for the Peace Fountain, getting public input and feedback was paramount. We
developed a multi-phased, multi-platform approach to public engagement for the Peace Fountain.
The primary platform for public engagement is the project website, www.peacefountain.ca. The
website was designed as a source of project information as well as a portal for public feedback. It
outlines the engagement process, the history of the fountain and Charles Brooks, showcases preliminary
site analysis and thematic approaches, and hosts a number of integrated surveys for feedback. The
website also links to a partner website (coUrbanize) where the public can answer specific questions or
share their ideas, thoughts, and feedback generally. These comments formed the majority of the
feedback we received for the project. The website and our partner website were designed to Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), and they include integrated translation tools for the most
commonly spoken languages in Windsor. The public engagement process was launched on November 2,
2021, and remains open for feedback today.

Phase 1 – Share Your Stories
November 2, 2021 – December 16, 2021
We asked Windsorites to share their memories of the Peace Fountain and Reaume Park, including any
photos, to help the design team understand what meaning this site holds for Windsorites. At this stage,
the public could sign up for updates to stay informed and provide feedback along the way. Here are
some of the photos that were shared with us:

Phase 2 – Visioning
December 17, 2021 - present
At this stage, our team examined all the available information and considered the big questions. What
does the fountain represent, and what values will it bring into the future? What role should this site play
in the community? Here, we established the main themes and creative approaches to the project. We
presented three main project themes: Community, Environment, and Memory and set-up surveys for
each to get specific feedback on these topics. From the three surveys we had 95 total responses, the
results of which are summarized briefly here:
Community Survey Summary
•

74% of respondents were from the City of Windsor, 47% visit the Peace Fountain a few times a
year, and 76% visit the Peace Fountain in the evening. Less than 10% of respondents visit the
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•

Peace Fountain only once a year, and 17.6% of respondents visit the Peace Fountain weekly.
67% of visitors spend 30-60 mins per visit, and 64% visit to spend time with family and friends.
38% visit to spend time by themselves. 14.7% visit the Peace Fountain for civic events.
Qualitative questions based on precedents from around the world were less thoroughly
answered. Takeaways include 67% valuing interactive features, and a majority of respondents
identifying the Peace Fountain as a place of solitude.

Environment Survey Summary
•

•

84% of respondents identified the Peace Fountain as Reaume Park’s most defining feature. 74%
value energy efficient design, with 42% valuing on-site energy generation. 48% of respondents
avoided visiting the Peace Fountain if the weather is too cold.
Qualitative questions based on precedents from around the world were less thoroughly
answered. A majority of respondents identified renewable energy as an interest of theirs.

Memory Survey Summary
•
•

84% of respondents identified that historical and civic events are the most important Windsor
memories, and 52% indicated Windsor’s industrial history should be remembered.
Qualitative questions based on precedents from around the world were less thoroughly
answered. Some of the comments received indicated interest in showcasing innovation, having
a wow-factor, and ideas for how augmented reality overlays could have environmental and
historical narrative elements.

Below are some screenshots of the peacefountain.ca website showing the site analysis for each of the
three identified project themes
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Outreach
We used a number of strategies for public engagement, as well as tools to spread the word about the
engagement process. These approaches were designed primarily as virtual due to COVID concerns as
well as to provide a platform for Windsorites to engage with on their own time.

•

Press Releases & Social Media Announcements
Working closely with the City, press releases were planned to coincide with the phases of public
engagement. The public engagement process was also advertised on the landing page of the City’s
website, as well as the City’s social media channels.

•

Media Coverage
A number of articles were written about the Reimagining the Peace Fountain project, including
coverage with CTV News Windsor and an interview with the Windsor Star.

•

Instagram
In an effort to engage youthful audiences, we developed a Peace Fountain Instagram profile with
regular project updates and relevant stories to drive further interest, awareness, and feedback.

•

Social Media Ads
Social Media Ads were used to drive awareness of the project and had significant results in driving
traffic and comments to the project website.

•

Indigenous Engagement
A number of efforts were made to reach out to local indigenous communities for their involvement
in the design process, however we found limited interest. Our indigenous consultant reached out to
a number of local community leaders and organizations, and we reached out to the University of
Windsor’s Great Lakes Environmental Research Institute (GLIER) which works closely with local
indigenous communities on water issues.

•

Brooks Family
We met with Charles Brooks’ son, George Brooks, and grandson, David Brooks, regularly throughout
the design process to discuss how the design options embody the legacy of the Charles Brooks.

•

Arts Groups
We met with arts groups and institutions in the City of Windsor to discuss the potential for the
reimagined Peace Fountain to act as a platform for public art.

Engagement Stats

2,399

167

112

32%

Unique web visitors

comments

subscribers

US visitors to
Peacefountain.ca

3

95

surveys

survey responses
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Comment Themes
As part of the engagement process, the peacefountan.ca website incorporated a public feedback section
(via CoUrbanize) where Windsorites responded to specific questions, and shared their thoughts, ideas,
and memories generally. We reviewed every comment and extracted common themes, then went back
and tagged every comment based on these themes. A single comment could have multiple thematic
tags.
The thematic tags were grouped into like categories as follows—Project (related specifically to desires
and ideas for the fountain), Energy Use, Operations, Memories, Appreciation, Lighting, Programming,
Costs, Values, and Landscaping. The breakdown of the themes is as follows:

Using these themes, we were able to analyze the comments quantitatively. A graph of the results of this
exercise is on the following page. The top five most commonly mentioned themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Desire to repair, refurbish and/or restore the existing fountain
Desire or openness to something new for the fountain
Appreciation of the fountain (tied for second place)
Recalling memories of experiences with family and friends at the fountain
Expressed how much they value Windsor’s beautiful riverfront

These comments were received in the pre-design phase, and the feedback influenced the design process
and design decisions.
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Frequency of Comment Themes
from the Peace Fountain coUrbanize site
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Memories
Floating Fountain Option
Memories is a floating fountain
similar in size and shape to the
existing Peace Fountain, yet
upgraded with contemporary
fountain equipment and lighting,
augmented reality integration,
and winter programming.
Additionally, it incorporates a
number of design strategies to
reduce operation and
maintenance challenges of the
current fountain.

The Boardwalk
Land-based Option
The Boardwalk places all of the
fountain’s infrastructure on the
belvedere, reinvigorating the
plaza with new public
infrastructure, engaging lighting
effects, and new seating. The
Boardwalk fountain also creates
a flood barrier to address
increasingly frequent and severe
flooding of the Detroit River due
to climate change.

The Arch
Land & Water-based
Option
The Arch spans across the bay,
symbolizing the international
nature of the fountain, framing
views to Belle Isle and Detroit.
The fountain equipment is
located in the arch, creating
unique and exciting waterflow
and lighting possibilities.
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Design Considerations
The proposals for the Peace Fountain are designed with a number of considerations in mind:

Respecting Reaume Park, the Peace Fountain, and the Legacy of Charles
Brooks
Reaume Park and the Peace Fountain are treasured sites for Windsorites. These are beautiful spaces
Windsorites love to visit to spend time with family and friends, to escape and find respite and calmness,
to celebrate important life events, and to remember loved ones. The overarching takeaway about the
existing Peace Fountain and Reaume Park is its aura of beauty and calmness, the importance of the
proximity to the river, and the incredible views to Belle Isle and the Detroit skyline. The options we
developed are designed to work with these existing qualities of the park.

All Season Programming
We see redesigning the Peace Fountain as an opportunity to design the fountain for year-round use, and
to expand the programming possibilities of Reaume Park. Each option is designed with all season use in
mind.

Operations & Maintenance
Considering the extensive operational and maintenance demands of the current fountain, one of the
primary drivers for this project is to develop fountain concept designs with limited operational and
maintenance (O&M) requirements. The designs presented in this report have all been developed with
O&M in mind based on numerous discussions with the City’s Facilities Operations department.

Interactivity
Making the Peace Fountain an engaging destination for all peoples, families, and ages was paramount.
By designing for interactivity and incorporating engagement strategies, the fountain can become that
much more a part of the community—literally controlled by the community—and can help build new
memories, fun experiences, and continue to draw people back again and again. It can also help
showcase Windsor as a city of innovation, making real our ever increasingly connected and digital world.

Climate Change
Studies commissioned by the Windsor Port Authority (WPA) show that climate change is creating
significant changes in the Detroit River that must be considered in the design of the Peace Fountain.
WPA’s Climate Change Risk Assessment in 2021 showed that river levels will likely rise well above the
100-year flood plan by 2030 but will likely stabilize after that with minimal changes into 2050 if the
climate projection models are accurate. Additionally noted were the potential negative effects of high
winds due to the increased power of the storms and frequency resulting from global warming.
Reaume Park is subject to flooding today, and the frequency and severity of flooding is projected to
increase in the coming decades. While the design options presented here incorporate climate resiliency
strategies, they don’t necessarily address the climate resiliency of Reaume Park itself.
The design options developed for this project are designed to be more energy efficient and
environmentally friendly than the current fountain, and we’ve looked at the potential of on-site
renewable energy to further reduce the environmental impact of the fountain.
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On-Site Renewable Energy
The proximity of the fountain to the Detroit River presents an opportunity to make use of the river
current to produce renewable energy to power the fountain. As part of this project, we looked at the
potential of underwater turbines near to Reaume Park to power the Peace Fountain. While there has
been significant interest from a wide variety of parties, there is insufficient river data at Reaume Park to
fully assess the feasibility and effectiveness of such a system. Neither the Windsor Port Authority or the
University of Windsor’s Great Lakes Institute for Environmental Research have on-site sensors, nor are
aware of any nearby that meet the criteria required to evaluate such a system. Our partner ORPC would
have to conduct an in-depth onsite assessment to get the required data to assess the feasibility for this
project.

Platform for Public Art
We designed the reimagined Peace Fountain as a platform for public art. Given the importance of the
Peace Fountain to the community of Windsor, we looked for opportunities to integrate the community
in the programming wherever possible. All three design options present a number of unique
opportunities for community arts groups and institutions to program and curate public art content in
collaboration with local, as well as non-local, artists. There is significant artistic and narrative potential in
the design of lighting displays, projections, augmented reality overlays, and fountain movements that
could be programmed as an ever-changing series of public art projects in Windsor. This would have a
number of significant benefits, including regularly updated programming (that can be marketed as such)
to create a consistent draw to the fountain as well as a unique community-led outdoor arts venue,
creating frequent low-barrier-to-entry public art opportunities for artists (especially for those who may
have limited opportunities for creating large-scale public art projects), and raising the profile of Windsor
in the provincial and national arts scene by creating commissioning opportunities that could be
advertised broadly. In addition to programmed content, the fountain could also serve as an interactive
backdrop, or ‘complimentary performer’ for musical acts or performances, responding in real-time to
live concerts on the Reaume Park belvedere, or through act-specific pre-programmed content.

Tourism
The current Peace Fountain attracts tourists, and the reimagined Peace Fountain is designed to build on
this to expand the potential tourism benefits for the City of Windsor as a whole. The key tourismfocused considerations for the Peace Fountain are:

•
•
•
•
•

Visibility - From Detroit and Belle Isle, as well as within Windsor. The fountain’s visibility from
afar is a point of interest that draws attention to Windsor.
Photogenic - An impressive and memorable backdrop for visitors photographs, for locals and
tourists alike.
Continuous Temporary Programming – Changing fountain shows led by local and international
artists (“Platform for Public Art”) create a reason for people to return to the fountain. Changing
shows and aligned programming can be promoted for tourism.
Year-Round Programming - Expanding the programming year-round can create new
experiences and tourist draws that can be promoted.
Expanded Programming – The fountain can spur expanded programming opportunities on site
to for local small businesses, such as additional F&B offerings, vendor stalls for market events, or
even fountain-specific merchandise.
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Memories
Floating Fountain Option
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Concept
The Peace Fountain is a place of memory. Officially named in the memory of union leader and civic
advocate Charles Brooks, the Peace Fountain has become a landmark and cherished destination for
generations of Windsorites. The Peace Fountain has been a place for good times spent with families,
friends, and out-of-town guests, a picturesque backdrop for major life events such as weddings and
graduations, as well as a place of respite and peacefulness for some when facing difficult times.
‘Memories’ retains the original spirit of the Peace Fountain, while bringing it into the present. It
proposes a complete redesign of the fountain to a similar physical appearance yet featuring the latest in
fountain technology, lighting, and multimedia. The redesign also proposes two additional smaller
fountains to improve the versatility of installation and its entertainment value.
Situated in the middle of the bay, Memories is an object-in-the-round, much like a campfire. Around
campfires people gather to hear stories and share their culture. To deliver a magical moment inspired by
the history of the site and the one of Windsor itself, we are proposing exciting fountain experience with
an interactive augmented reality overlay. All around the plaza surrounding the fountain, Augmented
Reality Viewers (ARVs) will allow visitors to have a surprising experience superimposing onto the
beautiful fountain choreography diverse narrative visual content that will illustrate further the story the
soundtrack will be telling.

Properties
The Floating Fountain option features three floating rafts - one 24’ diameter central raft (slightly smaller
than the existing Peace Fountain), and two 12’ rafts. The central raft is designed as two pieces—
essentially two separate fountains that are connected together to form a larger single fountain—
allowing the fountain to be removed from the water with a land-based picker-truck, rather than using
large and expensive barges and cranes from the riverside.
Mechanized multifunction lighting instruments located around the perimeter of the bay will further
augment the fountain show with layers of magic, adding depth of color, materiality, and texture,
magnifying the water's presence. Additionally, the belvedere would be ringed with a twelve permanent
ARVs which visitors can look through to see the fountain effects augmented with additional visual
narrative elements.

Summer Programming
The fountain is designed to operate in a number of different modes at different times of day.
•

Fountain – Interactive Mode
Visitors will have the opportunity to have a very special and cutting-edge moment mixing a
fountain show with an augmented reality experience telling the stories of the place and beyond
(to be determined with the different stakeholders). The belvedere would be ringed with twelve
permanent ARVs which visitors can look through to see the fountain effects overlaid with
additional digital visual narrative elements. These visual narrative overlays could be
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commissioned from local artists, and multiple ‘shows’ could be curated together, with each of
the twelve ARVs showing a different effect, or having the overlays change seasonally or per a
curated scheduled. For example, this could include a 5 min loop of pre-rendered content with
soundtrack (voice over + music) that is synchronized with fountain movements. Each of the
twelve ARVs would include speakers for audio, as well as misters to promote outdoor comfort in
summer.
•

Fountain – Idle Mode
When nobody is interacting with the fountain a pre-programed sequence will animate the
space. In this mode, the simplest nozzles will be mainly used to reduce energy use and wearand-tear on the fountain equipment.

•

Fountain – Magical Moment
At specific times of day, such as sunset and later in the evening, a more elaborate activation will
take place with memorable music and fountain shows. Eventually, different versions of the show
can alternate during the week to renew the visitor's interest.

Winter Programming
Unlike the current Peace Fountain which has to be removed in winter, Memories is designed to remain
in the water in winter. During the winter when the fountain would not be operating, a spherical
inflatable cover used to protect the fountain equipment from the winter elements would also serve as a
canvas for a multimedia projection show. Multi-media shows could be commissioned from local artists,
and multiple ‘shows’ could be curated together. This orb-like feature could also be programed more
generally with lighting effects in response to seasonal holidays and civic events. Through its alluring
glowing form floating on the water, as well as ever-changing lighting displays, Memories can transform
Reaume Park into a winter destination.

Lighting
The lighting approach aims to go beyond what an ordinary fountain show offers and make out of
Reaume Park a must-see touristic attraction. Each fountain nozzle would include integrated lighting that
follows the path of the waterflow. Both nozzles and lighting are fully programmable with DMX controls.
Additional mechanized multifunction lighting instruments located around the perimeter of the bay will
augment the fountain show with layers of magic, adding depth of color, materiality, and texture,
magnifying the water's presence. Also, these lighting instruments allow directing light rays in any
direction and will offer a wide variety of artistic fresco marrying light patterns and water movement.

Infrastructure
The current Peace Fountain’s pumps are located on the raft which creates a number of complications for
operations and maintenance. At the request of the City’s Facilities team, we propose to locate the
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fountain pumps on land. To accomplish this, the existing service building would be expanded (roughly
double the size) to house the pumps and new programming equipment for the fountain and lighting.
This expanded service building would be built beside the existing service building and integrated into the
landscape similar to the current building. A series of new underground pipes and electrical runs would
be laid to service the fountain, and a 48” intake pipe would be required to connect from this expanded
service building to the bay. Approximately nine pipes would run from the service building out to the
fountains.
A number of different nozzle types are proposed for the rafts:
•
•

Geyser nozzles (up-and-down movement) that can project water 10-30m (30-100’)
High-jet nozzles (up only) that can project up to 50m (164’) in height

Each nozzle would include integrated lighting that follows the path of the waterflow. Both nozzles and
lighting are fully programmable with DMX controls.
To allow the central raft to remain in the water in winter, a number of strategies are used. First, a series
of ice clusters would be located at the edge of the bay to prevent large ice pans from entering the bay.
The ice clusters would be installed to deflect ice coming downstream, and an opening would still allow
boat access into the bay should a need arise. In addition to the ice clusters, the central raft would be
moved further into the bay, and de-icing equipment attached to the underside of the fountain would
prevent ice formation when the water temperature drops below zero Celsius. The deicing equipment
uses small impellers to create bubbles that prevent the formation of ice. This is the same technology
commercial docks and marinas use to prevent icing around their infrastructure.

Maintenance
Fountain Equipment: The rafts are designed to be limited in one dimension to 12’. This reduces the size
and weight of fountains significantly and allows them to be lifted out of the water by a land-based
picker-truck (and transported by truck without an escort) rather than requiring a large barge-mounted
crane to remove them from the river side as is currently required with the existing fountain. The smaller,
12’ diameter rafts would be removed from the water for winter, and the larger raft is designed to
remain in the water in winter. It would need to be removed from the water on occasion for
maintenance. Pumps would be located on shore connected by pipes. No divers should be required on a
regular basis to maintain the fountains. Most connections from the fountain to underwater
infrastructure would be designed with quick release connections and can be lifted out of the water using
floats.
Nozzles will require maintenance. Each nozzle assembly can be removed with four bolts and a
replacement unit can be bolted in its place for minimal down time. Maintenance of the unit can then be
performed in the shop or sent off to a Canadian company for refurbishing. Twice per season a visual
inspection for leaks will be performed on each swing nozzle and valve. Once per season motors should
be checked for water infiltration. Belt tension should be checked every 2,000 hours. It is suggested that
two spare nozzle assemblies be purchased and used as needed for quick replacement if bearings or seals
should fail during visual inspections. Bearings and belts should be replaced as required but are designed
to last for several years.
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AV Equipment: Daily inspection routine should be maintained (1 person, 1 hour daily). Replacement
moving head fixtures should be on hand in the eventuality of failures and to keep artistic concept
integrity (2 people, 2 hours, according to the replacement count). The rail speakers can be in operation
during winter with cautiousness and should be routinely inspected. (1 person, 1 hour daily).

Winterization
In winter, the fountain infrastructure on the central raft would be protected with an inflatable cover
that doubles as a projection surface, and a deicing system will be installed to prevent ice buildup around
the fountain float and lines. This cover consists of a replaceable lightweight membrane durable enough
to last multiple seasons. UV exposure and wind are the two main considerations for a functional,
durable cover. PVC coated polyester has inherent resistance to UV and would be used for the
lightweight membrane. Pressure regulation with minimal electricity usage would be an important factor
for resistance against wind gusts. In addition to structural function, the dome will serve as an aesthetic
function of displaying projections. This requires a balance of selecting a fabric that is strong, yet can
display an image. The longevity of the membrane depends on a number of factors and different
manufacturers offer varying warranties, though likely would be anywhere from 2 – 10 years.
Replacement costs would be less than the initial cost (which includes design and engineering). This
winterization method is a small fraction of the current cost to remove the fountain from the water in the
fall and reinstall in the spring.
Winterization consists of draining all water lines to the nozzles. A small boat would be required to reach
the fountain rafts to disconnect and cap waterlines and electrical lines (with Bulgin connectors),
disconnect the anchor cables for the two smaller rafts, and tow them to the edge of the bay where a
picker truck would remove them from the water for off-site storage. The larger raft would be towed
further into the bay and re-anchored into its winter position. The larger raft would have projectors
installed & calibrated, and the inflatable winter cover installed. The de-icing air system should be tested
at this time.
Additionally, the pump room would be heated, the waterlines that that run from the pump room to the
fountain would be heat-traced in their underground run, and a recirculating pump would be run to keep
48" intake pipe ice free.
The Augmented Reality Viewers (ARVs) are taken off and the base is sealed/covered during winter
(allow 2 people one day for this task). Moving head lights are specified to be operational to -20°C. If
moving heads are intended to be used during winter, transparent shells should be installed to prevent
ice from mounting onto them and the temperature should be monitored constantly to avoid any show
operation under -20°C. This monitoring can be done with sensors and automated distance control.
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Estimated Life Span
The estimated life span of the fountain is dependent on the estimated life span of its component parts:
Structure (Rafts): Expected life span of 25+ years.
Fountain Equipment: Expected life span of fountain equipment is 20+ years although belts and bearings,
and motors will have to be replaced as needed. At the 10-15 year mark, or when there has been a 5%
failure rate, motors should be purchased for all units and 5% extra to go another 1 -15 years. 2% extra
swing units should be purchased at the outset so these can be changed out when experiencing a failure
while old units can be refurbished in a shop. Water pumps require new seals and motors around every 8
-15 years depending on the brand used. Integrated LED lighting is expected to last 10 years. Pumps are
expected to last 10 years, then require new seals, bearings, and motors.
AV Equipment: Average AV equipment lifespan (daily use) in ideal conditions (Dry, +20°C) is 15,000
hours before planning for a replacement, Moving heads and sound will have to be more regularly
maintained (some fans and some motors replacement) after 10,000 hours especially with winter use.
Interactive equipment lifespan will vary depending what the final design and equipment choice will be.
Inflatable Cover: The longevity of the membrane depends on a number of factors and different
manufacturers offer varying warranties, though likely would be anywhere from 2–10 years.

Evaluation
Pros

Cons

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Familiar to the people of Windsor
Addresses a number of the desires identified
through the public engagement process,
including ‘Repair / Refurbish / Restore,’ ‘Yearround use,’ and ‘Advocating for more
colourful lighting’
Volumetric water display that has unique
opportunities for multi-media overlays
Responsive to changing river water levels
Designed for winter-programming
Designed with interactive elements with
augmented reality for additional narrative
potential
Integrates new strategies for addressing
some of the existing O&M concerns,
including reducing the need for divers,
simplified removal of the fountain for
maintenance, and the option to locate the
pumps on land
Projected to use less energy than the current
fountain
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•
•

Somewhat similar physical appearance to the
existing fountain
Less immersive than other options
The fountain remains in the water, retaining
some of the operational, maintenance, and
logistical challenges and costs of the existing
fountain
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The Boardwalk
Land-based Option
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Concept
The Detroit River has connected Windsor and Detroit through trade, history and ecology. It’s also been a
site of constant dynamism, with the river changing throughout the seasons and years. The current Peace
Fountain floats on the Detroit River, however this results in a number of technical challenges responding
to the constant changes of the river. The Boardwalk concept is a water interactive art installation that
recognizes the importance of the river. Rather than floating in the river, it rings the belvedere at
Reaume Park creating a fountain experience that reimagines the relationship of public experience and
the Detroit River. The Boardwalk builds on the qualities of calmness and peacefulness in Reaume Park by
focusing attention to the Detroit River—the fountain jettisons water out into the bay, creating a direct
connection between land and water. It also integrates new seating and lighting creating an innovative
experience for parkgoers and the community. The Boardwalk creates a flood barrier, limiting or reducing
flooding in parts of Reaume Park caused by high water levels in the river.
As the Boardwalk is situated on the belvedere at Reaume Park, its proximity to people creates a unique
opportunity for interactivity. All around the walkway, the presence, movement, and participation of
visitors trigger different fountain effects, altering the shape and the colors of fountain effects. As is
obvious, the approach is clearly family-oriented and offers a unique playground for kids of all ages. The
Boardwalk can operate in all seasons and can help transform Reaume Park into a year-round destination
of unique seasonal experiences.

Properties
The Boardwalk reinvigorates the belvedere around the bay at Reaume Park, introducing a new fountain
that also serves to improve the plaza itself. The Boardwalk replaces the existing guardrail around the bay
with a new fountain infrastructure housed in a series of repeating precast concrete enclosures. These
precast units fulfil a number of functions: they house all the fountain nozzles and pipes (locating all the
equipment on land for easy maintenance access); creates an integrated guardrail; and creates a flood
barrier for the belvedere. These precast elements also include an ‘engagement hand rail’ along its edge
which houses sensors and interactive components that allows visitors’ actions to have an effect on the
fountain’s water movements and lighting schemes. Rippling out and away from this new fountain is a
new surface treatment for the plaza that incorporates additional seating and lighting effects integrated
into the pavement. The pavement lighting effects could be comprised of either fully-programmable, inground lighting, or glow-in-the-dark pebbles that could be augmented by fully-programmable lighting
integrated into the handrail and benches.
Mechanized multifunction lighting instruments located around the perimeter of the bay will further
augment the fountain show with layers of magic, adding depth of color, materiality, and texture,
magnifying the water's presence.
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Summer Programming
The fountain is designed to operate in a number of different modes at different times of day.
•

Fountain – Interactive Mode
Visitors will have the opportunity to interact with the fountain in different manners. This option
is family oriented and becomes a vast playground for kids of all ages.. All around the walkway,
the presence and movement of visitors trigger different fountain & multimedia effects.
o

Interactive Mode 1 - “Walk by”
As a visitor walks closer to the edge of the water their presence is detected and a wave
begins to follow their movements. It would also induce a sound effect that follows the
visitor. These interactive effects would also change the in-ground lighting and handrail
lighting creating a highly immersive experience.

o

Interactive Mode 2 - “Artful Play”
Interactive positions integrated into the handrail around the fountain give visitors
control over the shape and color of the waterflow. This could be through direct control
of flow and colour via buttons or a rheostat, and/or through more abstract means like
measuring heart rates. These interactive effects would also change the in-ground
lighting and handrail lighting creating a highly immersive experience.

•

Fountain – Idle Mode
When nobody is interacting with the fountain, a calming pre-program sequence of fountain
movement will animate space.

•

Fountain – Magical Moment
At specific times of day, such as sunset and later in the evening, a more elaborate activation will
take place with memorable music and fountain shows. Eventually, different versions of the show
can alternate during the week to renew the visitor's interest.

The Boardwalk fountain’s waterflow is sensitive to the effects of wind. To address this, the waterflow is
designed as predominantly horizontal. Additionally, wind sensors would allow real-time waterflow
adjustments to wind effects, in part to reduce water spray onto the plaza, but also as a choreography
strategy. In extreme wind conditions the fountain may temporarily turn off water flow.

Winter Programming
In winter, the Boardwalk’s primary programming is lighting. Taking advantage of long nights and short
days, lighting effects produced by the handrail and in-ground lighting are enhanced, including
programmed lighting in the plaza, fully programmable illumination effects along the boardwalk, as well
as interactive components. The interactive sensors and inputs that are integrated into the handrail can
remain active in winter, though rather than influencing waterflow it can affect lighting .
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Lighting
Each fountain nozzle would include integrated lighting that follows the path of the waterflow. Both
nozzles and lighting are fully programmable with DMX controls. Additional mechanized multifunction
lighting instruments located around the perimeter of the bay will augment the fountain show with
layers of magic, adding depth of color, materiality, and texture, magnifying the water's presence. Also,
these lighting instruments allow directing light rays in any direction and will offer a wide variety of
artistic fresco marrying light patterns and water movement.

Infrastructure
All of the fountain nozzles, pipes, electrical, and interactive technologies would be housed in a series of
repeating precast concrete enclosures located along the edge of the bay, out of the water. These
precast units house all the fountain nozzles and pipes, locating all the equipment on land for easy
maintenance access., as well as creating an integrated guardrail and flood barrier for the belvedere.
The precast enclosures would likely be comprised of ultra-high-density concrete with a polished finish to
achieve a sufficient degree of water tightness, to reduce maintenance and cleaning, and to create a
clean, beautiful looking finish for this public infrastructure. The polished finish would help reflect the
various lighting effects in the plaza. The precast enclosures would have gaskets at their joints for water
tightness to maintain their flood barrier role. A new drainage system would likely be required within or
near the base of the enclosures on the plaza side to redirect runoff that currently may be directed into
the bay, as well as to drain the enclosures from any water ingress from rain, snow, and the fountain
itself.
The nozzles themselves would allow 90 degrees of rotation to achieve the desired effect. Each nozzle
would include integrated lighting that follows the path of the waterflow. Both nozzles and lighting are
fully programmable with DMX controls. As proposed, the nozzles and pipe sizes allow water to be
projected up to 15m (45’) into the bay.
The existing service building would be expanded (roughly double the size) to house the pumps and new
programming equipment for the fountain and lighting. This expanded service building would be built
beside the existing service building and integrated into the landscape similar to the current building. A
series of new underground pipes and electrical runs would be laid to service the fountain, and a 48”
intake pipe would be required to connect from this expanded service building to the bay.

Maintenance
Structure: The precast enclosures would likely be designed as two pieces, with a bottom and a top
piece. Regular maintenance could be achieved through access panels or removal panels from the
landside. More extensive maintenance could be achieved by removing the top panel of the enclosure.
The pre-cast concrete enclosures would require periodic cleaning of the exterior surfaces.
Fountain Equipment: Each nozzle assembly can be removed with four bolts and a replacement unit can
be bolted in its place for minimum down time. Maintenance of the unit can then be performed in the
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shop or sent off to a Canadian company for refurbishing. Twice per season a visual inspection for leaks
will be performed on each swing nozzle and valve. Belt tension should be checked every 2,000 hours. It
is suggested that two spare nozzle assemblies be purchased and used as needed for quick replacement if
bearings or seals should fail during visual inspections. Bearings and belts to be replaced as required but
designed to last for several years.
AV Equipment: Daily inspection routine should be maintained (1 person, 1 hour daily). Replacement
moving head fixtures should be on hand in the eventuality of failures and to keep artistic concept
integrity (2 people, 2 hours, according to the replacement count). The rail speakers can be in operation
during winter with cautiousness and should be routinely inspected. (1 person, 1 hour daily)

Winterization
Winterization consists of draining all water lines to the nozzles. Air to be added to pressurize the main
water line to 25 psi and a program sequence of nozzles turning off and on to clear all remaining water
from the nozzles. Additionally the pump room would be heated and a recirculating pump would be run
to keep 48" intake ice free. Moving head lights are specified to be operational to -20°C. If moving heads
are intended to be used during winter, transparent shells should be installed to prevent ice from
mounting onto them and the temperature should be monitored constantly to avoid any show operation
under -20°C. This monitoring can be done with sensors and automated distance control.

Estimated Life Span
The estimated life span of the fountain is dependent on the estimated life span of its component parts:
Structure: The precast units are expected to last 25 to 50 years, depending on the supplier.
Fountain Equipment: Expected life span of fountain equipment is 20+ years although belts and bearings,
and motors will have to be replaced as needed. At the 10-15 year mark, or when there has been a 5%
failure rate, motors should be purchased for all units and 5% extra to go another 10- 15 years. 2% extra
swing units should be purchased at the outset so these can be changed out when experiencing a failure
while old units can be refurbished in a shop. Water pumps require new seals and motors around every 8
-15 years depending on the brand used. Integrated LED lighting is expected to last 10 years. Pumps are
expected to last 10 years, then require new seals, bearings, and motors.
AV Equipment: Average AV equipment life-span (daily use) in ideal conditions (Dry, +20°C) is 15,000
hours before planning for a replacement, Moving heads and sound will have to be more regularly
maintained (some fans and some motors replacement) after 10,000 hours especially with winter use.
Interactive equipment lifespan will vary depending what the final design and equipment choice will be.
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Evaluation
Pros

Cons

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Addresses a number of the desires identified
through the public engagement process,
including ‘Desire/Open to something new,’
‘Year-round use,’ ‘Advocating for more
colourful lighting,’ ‘Advocating for more
lighting,’ ‘Advocating for more seating’
All fountain infrastructure is located out of
the water for easy maintenance. No
requirement to remove the fountain in
winter, saving approximately $100,000 / yr
(2022 dollars)
Responsive to changing river levels over timePotential to act as flood barrier to limit or
reduce flooding of the belvedere
Unique water display possibilities, including
fun interactive elements
Integrates improvements to the belvedere,
including additional seating and lighting
Winter programming opportunities (ie.
Fountain operation, or light & sound shows)
Projected to use less energy than the current
fountain
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•
•

Not familiar to the people of Windsor
Reduced view of the river from the belvedere
compared to the current condition
Limited visibility from Riverside Drive, Belle
Isle, and within Reaume Park
Sensitive to effects of wind
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The Arch
Land & Water-based Option
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Concept
The Peace Fountain is international. Sited on the border with the United States on one of the busiest
commercial waterways in the world, it is a symbol of the relationship between Windsor and Detroit. The
Arch is a fountain built on this idea of connection, evoking the relationship of Windsor and Detroit and
referencing the bridges that cross the river solidifying an important trade route. The Arch frames views
towards downtown Detroit and Belle Isle—its height, water display, and lighting give the fountain
visibility from Windsor and Detroit. The Arch has a landmark presence—its geometry lifted from the
existing curving bay of the belvedere at Reaume Park. It creates a new landmark for the park with an
innovative water feature, showcasing Windsor as a city of innovation much in the same way that the
original Peace Fountain did when it opened 43 years ago. The Arch features a unique and evocative
water display building on the concept of a bridge between cultures and peoples. This impressive 98metre-long water sculpture will evoke in its movement and its shape the bridge between two countries,
its circulation and the spreading effect of the socio-economic benefit.

Properties
The Arch is a 98m long, 14m tall steel arch spanning above the bay at Reaume Park. Unlike the current
Peace Fountain where all of the fountain equipment is in the water and has to be removed in winter, the
Arch houses all of the fountain infrastructure high above the water and can remain in place in winter.
This creates many unique opportunities to create an innovative fountain with a variety of waterflow
concepts. At the base of the arch on either side are two buttresses that support the arch and house
additional service spaces to house the pumps, filters, computers and programming equipment.
Mechanized multifunction lighting instruments located around the perimeter of the bay will further
augment the fountain show with layers of magic, adding depth of color, materiality, and texture,
magnifying the water's presence.

Summer Programming
The fountain is designed to operate in a number of different modes at different times of day.
•

•

•

Fountain – Interactive Mode
Visitors will have the opportunity to interact with the fountain in different manners. First, their
presence will be detected which will cause the fountain to showcase different shapes and
patterns. Second, 12 interactive stations around the bay will allow the visitors to control a
certain part of the fountain, in terms of shape and colors. Also, integrated into the floor, a
luminous installation will react to the people’s presence.
Fountain – Idle Mode
To offer a variety of stunning fountain sequences, the water installation will also react in realtime to the activity on Ambassador bridge with different shapes movement and colors.
Fountain – Magical Moment
At specific times of day, such as sunset and later in the evening, a more elaborate activation will
take place with memorable music and fountain shows. Eventually, different versions of the show
can alternate during the week to renew the visitor's interest.
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Winter Programming
In winter, the Arch helps transform Reaume Park into a destination.
•

Sculpture
The Arch creates a highly visible presence in Reaume Park, framing views to Detroit throughout
the year and creating a landmark presence that can attract visitors in its own right.

•

Lighting
The Arch can act as a surface onto which different lighting effects can be projected, animating
the riverfront throughout the year. Lights on the fountain itself can project onto the water or to
the belvedere to create exciting light shows at night, partake in a larger Reaume Park-wide
winter lights festival, or to support complimentary outdoor winter programming on the
belvedere.

•

F&B Opportunities
The existing café at Reaume Park could be opened for winter operations, with a seasonal menu
of tea, coffee, and hot chocolate to help support the visitor experience. Alternatively, or in
addition to, the belvedere could host food trucks to support winter programming, or for winter
food festivals.

Lighting
Each fountain nozzle would include integrated lighting that follows the path of the waterflow. Both
nozzles and lighting are fully programmable with DMX controls. Additional mechanized multifunction
lighting instruments located around the perimeter of the bay will augment the fountain show with
layers of magic, adding depth of color, materiality, and texture, magnifying the water's presence. Also,
these lighting instruments allow directing light rays in any direction and will offer a wide variety of
artistic fresco marrying light patterns and water movement.

Structure
The shape of the fountain has been informed by the structural loads imposed upon it. The classical form
of an arch is utilized to minimize bending forces throughout the structure resulting in an efficient use of
materials. To withstand the wind loads coming off the Detroit River, the arch is widened at its base
giving the structure additional stability while maintaining a slim and elegant structure at the crown of
the arch.
A box truss will form the underlying structure of the arch. Four main circular sections will form the main
chords of the box truss. These chords will be attached together with an interweaving network of smaller
diagonal elements. These diagonal elements will be positioned with care to avoid conflicting with the
articulating fountain nozzles. The use of a truss typology allows for tailoring in size of the individual
elements to their exact structural needs thus minimizing the use of material.
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To achieve the unique structural form of the arch, the chords will be faceted into linear segments to
closely align with the exterior cladded surface of the arch. A series of cleats that support removable
cladding elements will be integrated along the faceted chord segments to make up the difference
between the rationalized structural geometry and the final cladded surface. In this way the construction
logic is similar to that of a car, with a rigid chassis that supports enclosing panels.
The steel arch will be supported by a concrete structure that will also facilitate the technical services
rooms at each end of the arch. A piled foundation will likely be required and exact requirements and
foundation depth will need to be assessed in the next stage of the project.

Infrastructure
The Arch would require two new service buildings, one on either end of the arch, integrated within the
foundations for the arch. One would house computers, electrical, and programming equipment for the
fountain and lighting effects. The other would house pumps, filters, and other ‘wet’ infrastructure. A
new 48” diameter intake pipe from the river would be connected to this service building. The existing
service room would likely remain to house electrical equipment. New electrical lines could be run to the
new service buildings through the landscape to reduce disruption to the plaza.
The Arch itself houses 85 nozzles, supply lines, and electrical works for the integrated lighting. The
voltage required for lighting is such that transformers would be required and located within the arch
(currently estimated at 6 transformers). The arch would have an internal drainage system to remove
accumulated water from the fountain’s water, rain, and snow. The nozzles themselves would allow 180
degrees of rotation to achieve the desired effect. Each nozzle would include integrated lighting that
follows the path of the waterflow. Both nozzles and lighting are fully programmable with DMX controls.
As proposed, the nozzles and pipe sizes allow water to be projected up to 15m (45’). At the apex of the
arch, the height of the water at maximum flow rate would be about 29m (95’) above the water.
Additional lighting would be integrated into the arch and buttresses to light the arch itself, and to
provide additional lighting projection onto the water.

Maintenance
Structure: The arch cladding would require periodic cleaning of the exterior surfaces.
Fountain Equipment: The nozzles, lighting, piping and electronics located in the Arch would be
accessible through removable cladding panels accessed from the top of the arch. Access to the
equipment would be from the top of the arch. The specific details of how to access the top of the arch
will be developed in later design phases. Each nozzle assembly can be removed with four bolts and a
replacement unit can be bolted in its place for minimum down time. Maintenance of the unit can then
be performed in the shop or sent off to a Canadian company for refurbishing. Twice per season a visual
inspection for leaks will be performed on each swing nozzle and valve. Belt tension should be checked
every 2000 hours. is suggested that two spare nozzle assemblies be purchased and used as needed for
quick replacement if bearings or seals should fail during visual inspections.
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AV Equipment: Daily inspection routine should be maintained (1 person, 1 hour daily). Replacement
moving head fixtures should be on hand in the eventuality of failures and to keep artistic concept
integrity (2 people, 2 hours, according to the replacement count). The rail speakers can be in operation
during winter with cautiousness and should be routinely inspected. (1 person, 1 hour daily)

Winterization
Winterization consists of draining all water lines to the nozzles. Air to be added to pressurize the main
water line to 25 psi and a program sequence of nozzles turning off and on to clear all remaining water
from the nozzles. Additionally the pump room would be heated and a recirculating pump would be run
to keep 48" intake ice free. Moving head lights are specified to be operational to -20°C. If moving heads
are intended to be used during winter, transparent shells should be installed to prevent ice from
mounting onto them and the temperature should be monitored constantly to avoid any show operation
under -20°C. This monitoring can be done with sensors and automated distance control.

Estimated Life Span
The estimated life span of the fountain is dependent on the estimated life span of its component parts:
Structure: Standard design life for this kind of structure following the Ontario Building Code (OBC) is 50
years. It’s possible to extend this up to 100 years, likely at a negligible cost. This possibility for the
foundations cannot be assessed at this time as geotechnical information is required.
Fountain Equipment: Expected life span of fountain equipment is 20+ years although belts and bearings,
and motors will have to be replaced as needed. At the 10-15 year mark, or when there has been a 5%
failure rate, motors should be purchased for all units and 5% extra to go another 10 - 15 years. 2% extra
swing units should be purchased at the outset so these can be changed out when experiencing a failure
while old units can be refurbished in a shop. Water pumps require new seals and motors around every 8
-15 years depending on the brand used. Integrated LED lighting is expected to last 10 years. Pumps are
expected to last 10 years, then require new seals, bearings, and motors.
AV Equipment: Average AV equipment lifespan (daily use) in ideal conditions (Dry, +20°C) is 15,000
hours before planning for a replacement, Moving heads and sound will have to be more regularly
maintained (some fans and some motors replacement) after 10,000 hours especially with winter use.
Interactive equipment lifespan will vary depending on what the final design and equipment choice will
be.
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Evaluation
Pros

Cons

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Addresses a number of the desires identified
through the public engagement process,
including ‘Desire/Open to something new,’
‘Year-round use,’ ‘Advocating for more
colourful lighting,’ ‘Advocating for more
lighting,’ ‘Advocating for more seating’
A new and innovative water feature that
inspires an image of Windsor as a futurefocused city of innovation
All fountain infrastructure is located out of
the water for easy maintenance. No
requirement to remove the fountain in
winter resulting in significant yearly cost
savings
Visibility from Riverside Drive & Belle Isle
Responsive to changing river levels over time
Unique water display possibilities, and
potential for interactive elements
Integrates improvements to the belvedere,
including additional, fully programmable
lighting
Winter programming opportunities
Easy maintenance
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Not familiar to the people of Windsor
Most expensive option
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Additional Considerations
All Options
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Permitting & Approvals
There are many Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) that would require consultation for each design
option moving forward to determine the exact permitting requirements. The following processes and
AHJ permits would have to be evaluated for the Peace Fountain project:
•

Environmental Assessment (EA)
The Environmental Assessment (EA) process is a planning tool used to identify the possible
adverse effects of proposed infrastructure projects on the environment. The Ontario
Environmental Assessment Act requires Ontario municipalities to complete an EA when
undertaking capital works projects. Consultation with an environmental consultant would be
required to determine next steps.

•

Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)
The bay at Reaume Park and the surrounding waters are home to ‘Extirpated, Endangered, or
Threatened aquatic species at risk’ as recognized by the DFO. Due to various proposed in-water
works for all design options, and their required construction activity, works either in the bay
(such as the ice-clusters) and/or at the shore (intake pipes for on-shore pumps) could have an
impact on the species at risk in the bay. As such, consideration must be given to addressing
Fisheries and Oceans Canada’s regulatory requirements. Consultation with an environmental
consultant, and/or Fisheries and Oceans Canada would be required to determine next steps.

•

Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and, Parks (OME)
The OME requires environmental approvals and/or permissions for a number of different
project types and works. There is a specific approvals process for renewable energy projects.
Consultation with an environmental consultant would be required to determine next steps.

•

Windsor Port Authority (WPA)
WPA regulates lighting, pyrotechnics, noise, obstructions, berthing, and many other
components that could affect navigation of ships in the river. They also regulate and monitor
construction activities in the water. The WPA only requires a permit for construction activities in
the water which would be applied for and issued just a few days before work begins. It is
recommended to have regular consultative meetings with the WPA in the design phase to avoid
any potential issues later in the development process.

•

Essex Region Conservation Authority (ERCA)
Reaume Park and the Peace Fountain are located in the ERCA’s ‘Limit of Regulated Area.’ ERCA
would likely need to review the project to address provincial standards for preservation of
natural features and protection from potential hazards such as the floodplain that Reaume Park
is located in. A pre-consultation meeting would be a first step with the ERCA to determine the
specific requirements for their permitting processes and timeline
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EA

DFO

WPA

ERCA

Memories
Floating Fountain option

C

C

C,P

C,P

The Boardwalk
Land-based option

C

C

C,P

C,P

The Arch
Land & water-based option

C

C

C,P

C,P

P = Permit required, C = Consultation required

Projected Energy Use
The energy-use of the proposed fountains depends on a host of factors. The numbers presented here
are best estimates based on current designs and are appropriate to the level of design (conceptual
design). To achieve these results a number of assumptions have been made:
•
•
•
•
•

The fountain is operational 12 hours a day, from May to mid-October, to provide a comparative
baseline to the existing fountain
20 minutes of each hour is “show mode”, while the remainder of the hour is “idle” mode
Fountain is in idle mode 66% of operating hours
Preliminary selection of nozzles, required pressure, flow rates, pump sizes, and lighting
equipment
Does not account for A/V equipment, interactive technologies, and any required conditioning,
lighting, security & life safety systems of expanded or new service buildings
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The Arch consumes more energy than the Memories Floating Fountain or the Boardwalk options since
water must be pumped nearly 50’ vertically to reach the apex of the arch. A strategy for reducing annual
energy in Options 2 and 3 is to reduce by half the number of active nozzles during idle mode.

Renewable Energy Potential
Based on power outputs at various water velocities provided by the Ocean Renewable Power Company
(ORPC) for two of their underwater turbine systems, we calculated the percentage of the fountain’s
energy use could be covered by renewable hydrokinetic energy. We are presenting the results at
different water velocities as there is insufficient river data at Reaume Park to make a concise
determination of water velocity. Actual river current velocities require verification via on-site
measurement. ORPC can do this over the course of two days for a fee.
For the Floating Fountain, a single RivGen 3.0 turbine system can nearly meet the fountain’s annual
electricity consumption for average current velocities of at least 1.5 m/s. For the Boardwalk and the
Arch, a single RivGen 3.0 river turbine requires average current velocities of at least 2 m/s and 2.5 m/s,
respectively. For both Options 2 and 3, halving the number of active nozzles in idle mode reduces the
minimum average current velocities and/or number of river turbine systems needed to meet the
fountain’s annual electricity consumption.
There are a number of grants available from the Federal Government, including from the National
Research Council (NRC), Sustainable Development Technology Canada, and the Canada Infrastructure
Bank (CIB), that can be used towards the costs of a renewable energy system.

The Boardwalk
Average
Current
Velocity
(m/s)

Floating
Fountain

RivGen
2.1

1.25
1.5
2
2.5

RivGen
3.0

1.25
1.5
2
2.5
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The Arch

All Nozzles
in Idle Mode

½ Nozzles in
Idle Mode

All Nozzles in Idle
Mode

½ Nozzles in Idle
Mode

28%
48%
111%
120%

14%
24%
56%
60%

22%
39%
90%
97%

7%
13%
30%
32%

12%
21%
49%
53%

49%
84%
199%
389%

24%
42%
99%
195%

40%
68%
161%
316%

13%
22%
53%
103%

22%
37%
88%
172%
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Fountain Equipment Sourcing
One of the significant challenges with maintaining fountain equipment in North America is that most
manufacturers are in Europe or Asia, resulting in difficult sourcing and long lead-times for replacement
parts. For reimagining the Peace Fountain, our team can deliver a made-in-Ontario solution for the
fountain nozzles, simplifying replacement and reducing lead-times.
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Appendix A:
ROM Costs
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A-1

Methodology
The costing for the three options represents a Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) which, as an industry
convention, has an expected accuracy of -25% to +75%. The designs as presented are conceptual and
require detailed design development where optimization of designs can be addressed and more
accurate costing can be developed. The costs make a number of assumptions about site conditions for
which detailed technical information was not available, such as geotechnical studies and water velocity
data. Additionally, current construction pricing is highly inflationary and volatile, and the costs
presented here, while they include escalation contingency, are likely to be affected by this global issue
outside of any design decisions and optimization. Where inflation has been considered for long-term
costs, we have used an average rate of inflation of 2.5% per year, near the upper-end of the Bank of
Canada’s inflation targets. Although current inflation rates are much higher, we expect that over several
decades the inflation rate would achieve, on average, the Bank of Canada’s targets.
For each of the three design approaches, we’ve provided a ROM estimate based on preliminary costing
provided by our consultants and potential suppliers and contractors.

Existing Operations & Maintenance Costs
To contextualize the estimated operations and maintenance costs presented in this report, we have
outlined the three main sources of operations and maintenance costs for the current fountain. The
designs considered for this project incorporate strategies to reduce operations and maintenance costs,
and the long-term cumulative value of these savings can be significant. The current Peace Fountain has
operated for 43 years, so we have assumed a 40-year horizon to evaluate these costs.
1. Maintenance
Estimated at approximately $50,000 per year (2021 dollars), based on consultation with the City
of Windsor. Over the next 40 years, the current fountain’s maintenance could cumulatively cost
approximately $3.5 million, adjusted for inflation.
2. Winterization
Estimated at approximately $100,000 per year (2021 dollars) based on consultation with the City
of Windsor. This includes removing the fountain from the river in October, and reinstalling it in
May. Over the next 40 years, the current fountain’s winterization could cumulatively cost
approximately $6.9 million, adjusted for inflation.
3. Electricity Costs
The current Peace Fountain uses an average of 300 MWh of electricity a year (10-year average,
2012 to 2021 inclusive)—based on usage data and electricity bills provided by the City of
Windsor. This costs $50,000 a year (10-year average) with an average cost per kilowatt hour of
$0.17. Over the next 40 years, the current fountain’s electricity use could cumulatively cost
approximately $3.5 million, adjusted for inflation. Please also see the following section,
“Electricity Costs” for more information.
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Electricity Costs
We have estimated energy use and costs for the three design approaches. Where we project future
electricity costs we project their costs based on the Bank of Canda’s target inflation rates, however we
note that electricity costs in Ontario have outpaced the Consumer Price Index for more than a decade,
and as such could be much higher in the long run than shown here. This affects both estimated
electricity costs as well as potential savings.
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Renewable Energy
We worked closely with the Ocean Renewable Power Company (ORPC) to evaluate the potential of
underwater turbines to generate electricity for the Peace Fountain. ORPC has a number of different
financial and partnerships arrangements that are possible to implement their systems:
•
•
•

Sell the power-generating equipment directly to the municipality (or a community or any
organizations/companies that will be created to develop the project);
Rent the device, with or without a contract for operating and maintenance services; or,
Be part of a partnership with the municipality (and other partners if necessary) negotiating a
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with the local utility for example.

The best system and partnership model would be determined in collaboration with the City (and any
other partners if necessary) and would require a feasibility assessment using accurate, on-site
measurements of water velocities.

Preliminary Assessment Costs
As we’ve mentioned elsewhere in this report, there is insufficient river data at Reaume Park to make a
concise determination at this time which system would be most appropriate and how much power it
would generate. Actual river current velocities require verification via on-site measurement. ORPC can
conduct such a study for approximately $20,000.

Capital Costs (Outright Purchase Option)
Depending on the system, the installed cost ranges from $420,000 - $1,280,000 (including the turbine,
power electronics, and on-shore power station). We have attached reports from ORPC that outline the
technologies and costs of the various systems. As previously mentioned, alternative arrangements are
possible where outright purchase is not required.
Electricity Cost Savings
There is insufficient river data at Reaume Park to make a concise determination at this time which
system would be most appropriate and how much power it would generate. In lieu, we have presented
the potential energy generation at different water velocities to show what could be possible. Two
different systems were evaluated for the Peace Fountain: ORPC’s RivGen3.0 and RivGen2.1. We’ve
outlined their potential for each fountain option in this report.

Grants
There are a number of government grants that could fund a portion of the renewable energy
infrastructure—anywhere from 30% to 80%, depending on the grant and circumstances:
•

Smart Renewables and Electrification Pathways Program (SREP) – National Resources Canada:
Stream #2: Emerging Technologies
The Smart Renewables and Electrification Pathways Program (SREPs) provides direct financial
support to eligible renewable energy and grid modernization projects during the construction
phase. Projects must use market ready technologies and apply workplace equity, diversity, and
inclusion components. Funding limits are based on a percentage of total project costs. This
percentage varies according to project stream, with a $50-million cap on any single project. The
maximum eligible percentage of total project costs is 30% for emerging technologies. This grant
is on a first come, first served basis and issues funding decisions within 90 business days.
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•

Sustainable Development Technology Canada Grant
Federal Government grants for promising clean technology development and demonstration
projects that are start-ups or scale-ups. It is intended for projects at a pre-commercial readiness
level, and funds development or demonstration projects. The program can fund on average 33%
(up to 40%) of eligible projects costs. The average contribution is $3million, with funds disbursed
in 5 years or less.

•

Canada Infrastructure Bank (CIB) – Clean Power
The CIB develops new partnerships and bring a private sector focus to achieve Canada’s
environmental sustainability and prosperity goals. The Peace Fountain may be eligible within
either the Clean Power stream which focuses on the development of renewable energy,
including solar, wind, small-scale hydro, tidal, biomass, and geothermal infrastructure.

•

Federation of Canadian Municipalities: Signature Initiative
Signature initiative funding (combined loans and grants) helps cities of all sizes implement bold
environmental projects that reduce GHG emissions and protect the air, water or land. This
funding is designed to accommodate transformative, best-in-class municipal projects, meaning
they’re highly innovative and impactful. These qualify for a low-interest loan of up to $10 million
and a grant worth up to 15% of the loan; cover up to 80% of your eligible costs.

Maintenance Costs
Annual maintenance costs are projected to be between $24,000 - $41,000 per year, depending on the
system. As previously mentioned, alternative arrangements are possible where maintenance could be
included in a long-term rental agreement with the technology provider. Maintenance includes raising
the RivGen device to surface and visually inspect mooring line connections to pontoons, power and data
cables, and cable junction box, shore station, and project signage. Major maintenance would be every
five years, and would require measuring and check bearing alignment, inspecting generator seals, paint,
anodes, and internal oil, and repair/replace as necessary, touching-up paint and replace anodes on
electronics case as needed, inspecting mechanical brake seals, internal oil, paint, and anodes, and
repair/replace as necessary, inspecting and replacing ballast system components as necessary, and
removing growth/debris as necessary.

Funding Opportunities
Being a civic landmark on an international border, we believe the Peace Fountain represents a strong
case to pursue additional funding opportunities through a number of avenues, such as provincial or
federal funding, community benefits funding from large projects in Windsor, philanthropy, and/or thirdparty funding, either as a one-off or in support of on-going programed events at the fountain.
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Floating Fountain
Item #

Description

Qty

Units

Unit Price

Sub-Total

Specifications / Notes

Site Work
1.0

Demolition

1.1

Removal of existing retaining wall near
services building, removal of sidewalk
concrete near services buildling, removal of
plaza concrete for installation of pipes and
eletrical

2.0

Excavation

2.1

Water-based excavation for installation of
intake pipe, Land-based exacvation for
installation of eletrical and water lines,
excavation for expanded service buildings,
excavation for electrical lines to ARVs

3.0

Civil

3.1

Intake Pipe (48" dia.) to pump room, Supply
piplines to fountain (approx. 240' in length
each)

4.0

Hardscape

4.1

Make good plaza where excavation required
for pipes and electrical

5.0

Architecture

5.1

Services building expansion

6.0

Electrical & Utilities

6.1

Electrical upgrades (allowance), if required

7.0

Structural

7.1

Ice Cluser piles (in water)

-

Allowance

$

-

$

30,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

80,000.00

-

Allowance

$

325,000.00

-

Allowance

$

20,000.00

-

Allowance

$

300,000.00 Assume 600 sqft, concrete construction

-

Allowance

$

100,000.00

20

EA

$

15,000.00 $

Sub-Total

Excludes electrical for fountain or AV systems.
Upgrades to existing electrical equipment if required

300,000.00 For winter operations

$

1,155,000.00

750,000.00

Fountain
8.0

Fountain (Rafts & Equipment)

8.1

Fountain rafts with ballasts (and air tanks if
required--dependent on nozzle selection)

3

EA

$

250,000.00 $

8.2

Geyser nozzles with 2D and light modul

50

EA

$

38,000.00 $

1,900,000.00 *Option to adjust number of nozzles

8.3

Main geyser nozzles (up to 50 meter high)

3

EA

$

12,000.00 $

36,000.00 *Option to adjust number of nozzles

8.4

Main electronics package and engineer to
design

1

EA

$

340,000.00 $

340,000.00

8.5

Vario Pumps

3

EA

$

120,000.00 $

360,000.00

8.6

Inflatable winter cover / projection surface

-

Allowance

$

-

Sub-Total

$

ROM Costing by Evolution Dome. Price includes
30,000.00 design, engineering, material, inflation equipment, 10
year warranty

$

3,416,000.00

9.0

Activations & Lighting

9.1

AV System (boardwalk mounted lights,
audio system, control system)

-

Allowance

$

-

$

1,000,000.00

9.2

Electrical and Installation

-

Allowance

$

-

$

150,000.00

9.3

AR Viewing (ARV) Stations

12

EA

$

20,000.00 $

9.4

Projectors for winter cover

-

Allowance

$

-

Sub-Total

$

240,000.00
200,000.00 *Alternatively, projectors could be rented

$

1,590,000.00

Site Work - Subtotal

$

1,155,000.00

Fountain - Subtotal

$

5,006,000.00

$

6,161,000.00

Subtotal Hard Costs

Hard Costs - Estimated Cost Range

$6.2m to $7.2 million

Design Services

8.0%

$500,000 to $576,000

Escalation Allowance

5.0%

$310,000 to $360,000
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Control system for nozzles and integrated lighting,
new electrical from service room to fountain

Range calculation:
Lower end: Price shown here, rounded up
Upper end: Price + 15% design contingency
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Estimated Energy Costs
Note these estimated energy costs are subject to the assumptions outlined in the ‘Projected Energy Use’
section of this Report, and represent a simple order-of-magnitude calculation.
Annual energy use of current Fountain
Estimated annual energy use of new fountain
Estimated reduction in energy use
Estimated annual electricity costs of new
fountain (2022 dollars)

300 MWh/year
110 MWh/year
- 63%

$18,000

Renewable Energy Potential
As noted in the ‘Renewable Energy Potential’ section of this report, we are presenting the results at
different water velocities as there is insufficient river data at Reaume Park to make a concise
determination of water velocity. Actual river current velocities require verification via on-site
measurement.
Average Current
Velocity (m/s)

Percentage of annual
energy consumption met
by river turbines at various
current velocities

Net electrical
consumption (additional
electricity required (-), or
surplus (+))

Potential Annual Electricity
Cost Savings
(2022 dollars)

1.25
1.5
2
2.5

28%
48%
111%
120%

-79.2 MWh
-57.2 MWh
+12.1 MWh
+22.0 MWh

$5,040
$8,640
$18,100
$22,000

RivGen
2.1

Estimated Annual Operations Costs
Item

Maintenance Costs
Per year

Seasonal Operational Change Costs
Per year

Estimated Electrical Costs
Per year

ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATIONS COSTS

Reimagining the Peace Fountain

Estimated Annual Cost

Notes

$26,000

Blended, 10-year average for annual costs
maintenance. It assumes 10 days a year for on-site
inspections, adjustments, troubleshooting, and minor
repairs and replacement costs. Major components
such as motors or refurbishments exlcuded. Compared
to the other two options, the Floating Fountain has
more complex nozzles and equipment more exposed
to the sweather, resulting in expected higher
maintenance costs

$16,000 - $20,000

Includes winterzation and summerization. The Floating
Fountain has more involved seasonal operational
changes than the other two options.

$18,000

$60,000 - $64,000
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The Boardwalk – Land-based Fountain
Item #

Description

Qty

Units

Unit Price

Sub-Total

Specifications / Notes

Site Work
1.0

Demolition

1.1

Removal of existing retaining wall near
services building, removal of sidewalk
concrete near services buildling, Removal of
plaza concrete as required, removal of
existing guardrail

2.0

Excavation

2.1

Water-based excavation for installation of
intake pipe, Land-based exacvation for
installation of eletrical and water lines,
Excavation for expanded service buildings,
backfilling

3.0

Civil

3.1

Supply piplines to fountain (460' in length,
24" dia.), Intake Pipe (48" dia.) to pump
room

4.0

Hardscape

5.1

CIP Concrete plaza w/ integrated seating,
CIP Concrete fountain enclosure ends, Make
good plaza for install of piping
infrastructure, Inlaid glow-in-the-dark
aggregate

5.0

Architecture

5.1

Services building expansion

6.0

Electrical & Utilities

6.1

Electrical upgrades (if required)

-

Allowance

$

-

$

100,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

80,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

200,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

265,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

300,000.00 Assume 600 sqft, concrete construction

-

Allowance

$

-

$

Excludes electrical for fountain or AV systems.
100,000.00 Upgrades to existing electrical equipment if
required

Sub-Total

$

1,045,000.00

Fountain
7.0

Fountain (Structure)

7.1

Precast fountain enclosure (5 straight, 18
curved pieces)

-

Allowance

$

-

Sub-Total

$

$

ROM costing by Canadian Precast Limited (Supply
900,000.00 & install, w/ noncorrosive reinforcing.
polished concrete finish)

900,000.00

8.0

Fountain (Equipment)

8.1

Nozzles w/ integrated lighting

137

EA

$

12,000.00 $

8.2

24" HDPE pipe

350

LF

$

74.00 $

25,900.00

8.3

Saddle 2"

137

EA

$

1,400.00 $

191,800.00

8.4

Fittings

137

EA

$

190.00 $

26,030.00 *Option to adjust number of nozzles

8.5

Variable control value for nozzles

137

EA

$

5,000.00 $

685,000.00 *Option to adjust number of nozzles

8.6

Labor to install nozzles

137

EA

$

1,000.00 $

137,000.00 *Option to adjust number of nozzles

8.7

Variable speed pumps

3

EA

$

140,000.00 $

8.8

Electrical

-

Allowance

$

8.9

Labor to install pipline & saddles

350

LF

$

-

$

950.00 $

Sub-Total

1,644,000.00 *Option to adjust number of nozzles

420,000.00
550,000.00
332,500.00

$

4,012,230.00

-

$

345,000.00

-

$

1,000,000.00

$

1,345,000.00

Site Work - Subtotal

$

1,045,000.00

Fountain - Subtotal

$

6,257,230.00

$

7,302,230.00

9.0

Activations & Lighting

9.1

Playback system & software

-

Allowance

$

9.2

AV System (boardwalk lights, sound,
interactive tech)

-

Allowance

$

Sub-Total

Subtotal Hard Costs

Hard Costs - Estimated Cost Range

$7.3m to $8.4 million

Design Services

8.0%

$584,000 to $672,000

Escalation Allowance

5.0%

$365,000 to $420,000

Reimagining the Peace Fountain
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Estimated Energy Costs
Note these estimated energy costs are subject to the assumptions outlined in the ‘Projected Energy Use’
section of this Report, and represent a simple order-of-magnitude calculation. For this calculation we
assume only half the nozzles are used in idle mode.
Annual energy use of current Fountain
Estimated annual energy use of new fountain
Estimated reduction in energy use
Estimated annual electricity costs of new
fountain (2022 dollars)

300 MWh/year
125 MWh/year
- 58%

$21,000

Renewable Energy Potential
As noted in the ‘Renewable Energy Potential’ section of this report, we are presenting the results at
different water velocities as there is insufficient river data at Reaume Park to make a concise
determination of water velocity. River current velocities require verification via on-site measurement.
Average Current
Velocity (m/s)

Percentage of annual
energy consumption met
by river turbines at various
current velocities

Net electrical
consumption (additional
electricity required (-), or
surplus (+))

Potential Annual Electricity
Cost Savings
(2022 dollars)

1.25
1.5
2
2.5

22%
39%
90%
97%

-97.5 MWh
-76.25 MWh
-12.5 MWh
-3.75 MWh

$4,583
$8,125
$18,750
$20,208

Average Current
Velocity (m/s)

Percentage of annual
energy consumption met
by river turbines at various
current velocities

Net electrical
consumption (additional
electricity required (-), or
surplus (+))

Potential Annual Electricity
Cost Savings
(2022 dollars)

1.25
1.5
2
2.5

40%
68%
161%
361%

-75 MWh
-40 MWh
+76 MWh
+326 MWh

$8,333
$14,167
$33,542
$75,208

RivGen
2.1

RivGen
3.0

Estimated Annual Operations Costs
Item

Maintenance Costs
Per year

Seasonal Operational Change Costs
Per year

Estimated Electrical Costs
Per year

ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATIONS COSTS

Reimagining the Peace Fountain

Estimated Annual Cost

$21,500

$7,000 - $10,000

Notes
Blended, 10-year average for annual costs
maintenance. It assumes 10 days a year for on-site
inspections, adjustments, troubleshooting, and
minor repairs and replacement costs. Major
components such as motors or refurbishments
exlcuded.
Includes winterzation and summerization

$21,000

$49,500 - $52,500
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The Arch – Land & Water-based Fountain
Item #

Description

Qty

Units

Unit Price

Sub-Total

Specifications / Notes

Site Work
1.0

Demolition

1.1

Removal of existing concrete as required

2.0

Excavation

2.1

Water-based excavation for installation of
intake pipe, Excavation for Arch
foundations, backfill

3.0

Civil

3.1

Intake Pipe (48" dia.) to pump room, intake
screen, electrical run from existing service
room to new service rooms (through
planted area)

4.0

Structural

4.1

Foundations (including integrated service
rooms, approx. 600 sqft total)

5.0

Hardscape

5.1

Make good plaza finishes

6.0

Architecture

6.1

Service buildings (integrated into arch
foundations - fixtures, finishes & services
only)

6.0

Electrical & Utilities

6.1

Electrical upgrades (if required)

-

Allowance

$

-

$

10,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

420,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

60,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

1,260,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

10,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

100,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

Excludes electrical for fountain or AV systems.
100,000.00 Upgrades to existing electrical equipment if
required

Sub-Total

$

*Due to limited geotechnical information there is
a lot of uncertainty in this cost

1,960,000.00

Fountain
7.0

Fountain (Structure)

7.1

Box Truss

-

Allowance

$

7.3

Arch cladding

-

Allowance

$

-

$

-

$

Sub-Total
8.0
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9

Fountain (Equipment)
Swivels, nozzles, and lights 15m
18" HDPE pipe
Saddle 2"
Fittings
Variable control value for nozzles
Labor to install nozzles
Variable speed pumps
Electrical
Labor to install pipline & saddles

85
350
85
85
85
85
3
350

EA
LF
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
Allowance
EA

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

14,000.00
45.00
400.00
190.00
5,000.00
1,000.00
140,000.00
950.00

Sub-Total
9.0

Activations & Lighting

9.1

Playback system & software

9.2
9.3

AV System (boardwalk lights, sound,
interactive tech)
Electrical and Installation

ROM Costing by Walters Group, supply & install.
5,260,000.00 Assumes barge-based installation (additional
$250,000 if no barge)
3,760,000.00 ROM Costing by Walters Group, supply & install

$

9,020,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,190,000.00
15,750.00
34,000.00
16,150.00
425,000.00
85,000.00
420,000.00
450,000.00
332,500.00

$

2,968,400.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

100,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

600,000.00

-

Allowance

$

-

$

250,000.00

$

950,000.00

$
$

1,960,000.00
12,938,400.00

$

14,898,400.00

Sub-Total
Site Work - Subtotal
Fountain - Subtotal

Subtotal Hard Costs

Hard Costs - Estimated Cost Range

$15.0m to $17.1 million

Design Services (estimated)

8.0%

$1.2m to $1.34 million

Escalation Allowance

5.0%

$750,0000 - $855,000

Reimagining the Peace Fountain
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Lower end: Price shown here, rounded up
Upper end: Price + 15% design contingency
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Installation Strategy
The cost presented here is based on the installation strategy of a barge with temporary shoring
occupying the bay. Further study is required to confirm this approach. Alternative approaches may be
more expensive.

Estimated Energy Costs
Note these estimated energy costs are subject to the assumptions outlined in the ‘Projected Energy Use’
section of this Report, and represent a simple order-of-magnitude calculation. For this calculation we
assume only half the nozzles are used in idle mode.
Annual energy use of current Fountain
Estimated annual energy use of new fountain
Estimated decrease in energy use
Estimated annual electricity costs of new
fountain (2022 dollars)

Reimagining the Peace Fountain

300 MWh/year
250 MWh/year
- 17%

$42,000
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Renewable Energy Potential
As noted in the ‘Renewable Energy Potential’ section of this report, we are presenting the results at
different water velocities as there is insufficient river data at Reaume Park to make a concise
determination of water velocity. Actual river current velocities require verification via on-site
measurement.
Average Current
Velocity (m/s)

Percentage of annual
energy consumption met
by river turbines at various
current velocities

Net electrical
consumption (additional
electricity required (-), or
surplus (+))

Potential Annual Electricity
Cost Savings
(2022 dollars)

1.25
1.5
2
2.5

12%
21%
49%
53%

-220 MWh
-197.5 MWh
-127.5 MWh
-117.5 MWh

$5,000
$8,750
$20,417
$22,083

Average Current
Velocity (m/s)

Percentage of annual
energy consumption met
by river turbines at various
current velocities

Net electrical
consumption (additional
electricity required (-), or
surplus (+))

Potential Annual Electricity
Cost Savings
(2022 dollars)

1.25
1.5
2
2.5

22%
37%
88%
172%

-195 MWh
-157.5 MWh
-30 MWh
+180 MWh

$9,167
$15,417
$36,667
$71,667

RivGen
2.1

RivGen
3.0

Estimated Annual Operations Costs
Item

Maintenance Costs
Per year

Seasonal Operational Change Costs
Per year

Estimated Electrical Costs
Per year

ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATIONS COSTS

Reimagining the Peace Fountain

Estimated Annual Cost

Notes

$21,500

Blended, 10-year average for annual costs
maintenance. It assumes 10 days a year for on-site
inspections, adjustments, troubleshooting, and
minor repairs and replacement costs. Major
components such as motors or refurbishments
exlcuded.

$7,000 - $10,000

Includes winterzation and summerization

$42,000

$70,500 - $73,500
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Floating Fountain Option

Land-based Option

Land & Water-based Option

FLOATING FOUNTAIN

THE BOARDWALK

THE ARCH

Memories is a floating fountain similar in size and shape to
the existing Peace Fountain, yet upgraded with
contemporary fountain equipment and lighting,
augmented reality integration, and winter programming.
Additionally it incorporates a number of design strategies
to reduce operation and maintenance challenges of the
current fountain.

The Boardwalk places all of the fountain’s infrastructure on
the belvedere, reinvigorating the plaza with new public
infrastructure, engaging lighting effects, and new seating.
The Boardwalk fountain also creates a flood barrier to
address increasingly frequent and severe flooding of the
Detroit River due to climate change.

The Arch spans across the bay, highlighting the
international nature of the fountain, framing views to Belle
Isle and Detroit. The fountain equipment is located in the
arch, creating unique and exciting waterflow and lighting
possibilities.
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Floating Fountain Option

FLOATING FOUNTAIN
CONCEPT
The Peace Fountain is a place of memory.
Officially named in the memory of union leader and civic advocate Charles Brooks,
the Peace Fountain has become a landmark and cherished destination for
generations of Windsorites. The Peace Fountain has been a place for good times
spent with families, friends, and out-of-town guests, a picturesque backdrop for
major life events such as weddings and graduations, as well as place of respite and
peacefulness for some when facing difficult times. ‘Memories’ retains the original
spirit of the Peace Fountain, while bringing it into the present. It proposes a
complete rebuild of the fountain to a similar physical appearance yet featuring the
latest in fountain technology, lighting, and multimedia.
Situated in the middle of the bay, Memories is an object-in-the-round, much like a
campfire. Around campfires people gather to hear stories and share their culture.
To deliver a magical moment inspired by the history of the site and the one of
Windsor itself, we are proposing exciting fountain experience with an interactive
augmented reality overlay. All around the plaza surrounding the fountain,
Augmented Reality Viewers (ARVs) will allow visitors to have a surprising
experience superimposing onto the beautiful fountain choreography diverse
narrative visual content that will illustrate further the story the soundtrack will be
telling.
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PROPERTIES
The Floating Fountain option features three floating rafts, one 24’ diameter central
raft (slightly smaller than the existing Peace Fountain), and two 12’ rafts. The
central raft is designed as two pieces—essentially two separate fountains that are
connected together to form a larger single fountain—to enabling the fountain to be
removed from the water with a land-based picker-truck, rather than using large and
expensive barges and cranes from the riverside. The smaller, 12’ diameter rafts
would be removed from the water for winter, and the larger raft is designed to
remain in the water in winter. It would need to be removed from the water on
occasion for maintenance.

A

B

C

In addition to the fountain, the belvedere would be ringed with a number of
permanent augmented reality (AR) ‘viewers’ which visitors can look through to see
the fountain effects augmented with additional visual narrative elements.
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SUMMER PROGRAMMING

LIGHTING

The fountain is designed to operate in a number of different
modes at different times of day.

The lighting approach aims to go beyond what an ordinary fountain show offers and
make out of Reaume Park a must-see touristic attraction.

• Fountain – Magical Moment
At specific times of day, such as sunset and later in the
evening, a more elaborate activation will take place with
• Fountain – Interactive Mode
memorable music and fountain shows. Eventually, different
Visitors will have the opportunity to have a very special and
versions of the show can alternate during the week to renew
cutting-edge moment mixing a fountain show with an
the visitor's interest.
augmented reality experience telling the stories (to be
determined with the different stakeholders).
• Fountain – Idle Mode
When nobody is interacting with the fountain a preprogramed sequence will animate the space. In this mode,
the simplest nozzles will be mainly used to reduce energy
use and wear-and-tear on the fountain equipment.
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Integrated Fountain Lighting
Each fountain nozzle would include integrated lighting that follows the path of the
waterflow. Both nozzles and lighting are fully programmable with DMX controls.
Land-based Lighting
Additional mechanized multifunction lighting instruments located around the
perimeter of the bay will augment the fountain show with layers of magic, adding
depth of color, materiality, and texture, magnifying the water's presence. Also,
these lighting instruments allow directing light rays in any direction and will offer a
wide variety of artistic fresco marrying light patterns and water movement.
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INTERACTIVITY – AUGMENTED REALITY
This option gives back an enhanced version of the fountain
that is so iconic and loved by the population. Sitting right in
the middle of the bay, we see this fountain as a metaphor for
the traditional campfire around which the region’s peoples
are coming to be together, to hear stories and share their
precious moment.
The belvedere would be ringed with a twelve permanent
augmented reality (AR) ‘viewers’ which visitors can look
through to see the fountain effects augmented with
additional visual narrative elements. These visual narrative
overlays could be commissioned from local artists, and
multiple ‘shows’ could be curated together, with each of the
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twelve viewers showing a different effect, or having the
overlays change seasonally or per a curated scheduled.
In interactive mode a dozen of binoculars will detect the
visitor offering them to see the fountain in a very surreal way
adding augmented reality content that no one else will be
able to see. For example, this could include a 5 min loop of
pre-rendered content with soundtrack (voice over + music)
that is synchronized with fountain movements.
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FOUNTAIN INFRASTRUCTURE
The current Peace Fountain’s pumps are located on the raft which creates a number
of complications for operations and maintenance. At the request of the City’s
Facilities team, we propose to locate the fountain pumps on land. To accomplish
this, the existing service building would be expanded (roughly double the size) to
house the pumps and new programming equipment for the fountain and lighting.
This expanded service building would be built beside the existing service building
and integrated into the landscape similar to the current building. A series of new
underground pipes and electrical runs would be laid to service the fountain, and a
48” intake pipe would be required to connect from this expanded service building
to the bay. Approximately nine pipes would run from the service building out to the
fountains.
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ICE MANAGEMENT
To allow the central raft to remain in the water in winter, de-icing
equipment would be attached to the underside of the fountain. The
deicing equipment produces bubbles to prevent ice formation when
the water temperature drops below zero Celsius.
The central raft would move inwards away from the river and
further into the bay. This is to create distance from ice pans in the
river. A series of ice clusters at the edges of the bay prevent large
chunks of ice from entering the bay. The fountain would be further
protected from ice with deicing equipment attached to the
underside of the fountain raft, as well as an inflatable tube
surrounding the raft itself to protect it from any closer encounters
with floating ice.
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WINTER PROGRAMMING
Unlike the current Peace Fountain which has to be removed in
winter, Memories is designed to remain in the water in
winter. During the winter when the fountain would not be
operating, a spherical inflatable cover used to protect the
fountain equipment would serve as a canvas for a multimedia
projection show. Multi-media shows could be commissioned
from local artists, and multiple ‘shows’ could be curated
together. This orb-like feature could also be programed more
generally with lighting effects in response to seasonal
holidays and civic events. Through its alluring glowing form
floating on the water, as well as ever-changing lighting
displays, Memories can transform Reaume Park into a winter
destination.
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The projection surface would be a replaceable lightweight
inflatable membrane, durable enough to last multiple
seasons. UV exposure and wind are the two main
considerations for a functional, durable cover. PVC coated
polyester has inherent resistance to UV and would be used for
the lightweight membrane. Pressure regulation with minimal
electricity usage would be an important factor for resistance
against wind gusts. In addition to structural function, the
dome will serve an aesthetic function of displaying
projections. This requires a balance of selecting a fabric that
is strong, yet can display an image.
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Land & Water-based Option

THE BOARDWALK
CONCEPT
The Detroit River is the artery of Windsor-Detroit.
For millennia the river has been a vital site of connection, trade, and ecology. It’s
also been a site of constant dynamism, with the river changing throughout the
seasons and years. The current Peace Fountain floats on the Detroit River, however
this results in a number of technical challenges responding to the constant changes
of the river. The Boardwalk is a fountain that recognizes the importance of the
river, and rather than floating in the river, rings the belvedere at Reaume Park
creating a fountain that reimagines the relationship of public experience and the
Detroit River. The Boardwalk builds on the qualities of calmness and peacefulness
in Reaume Park by focusing attention to the Detroit River—the fountain jettisons
water out into the bay, creating a direct connection between land and water. It also
integrates new seating and lighting, creating better experiences for park goers. The
Boardwalk creates a flood barrier, limiting or reducing flooding in parts of Reaume
Park caused by high water levels in the River.
As the Boardwalk is situated on the belvedere at Reaume Park, its proximity to
people creates a unique opportunity for interactivity. All around the walkway, the
presence and movement of visitors trigger different fountain effects, such as water
shapes during the day, and shape and color at night. It is family oriented and
becomes a vast playground both for the kids during the day and for the older kid of
all ages during the evening. The Boardwalk can operate in all seasons and can help
transform Reaume Park into a year-round destination of unique seasonal
experiences.
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REIMAGINED PLAZA
The Boardwalk reinvigorates the belvedere around the bay at Reaume Park,
introducing a new fountain that also serves to improve the plaza itself. The
Boardwalk replaces the existing guardrail around the bay with a new fountain
infrastructure housed in a series of repeating precast concrete enclosures. These
precast units fulfil a number of functions: they house all the fountain nozzles and
pipes (locating all the equipment on land for easy maintenance access), creates a
integrated guardrail, and creates a flood barrier for the belvedere. These precast
elements also include a ‘engagement hand rail’ along its edge which houses sensors
and interactive components that allow visitors actions to have an effect on the
fountain’s water movements and lighting schemes. Rippling out and away from this
new fountain is a new surface treatment for the plaza that incorporates additional
seating and engaging lighting.
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ILLUMINATED
BOARDWALK
The plaza would include integrated
‘glow-in-the-dark’ pebbles that
create exciting lighting effects at
night. On cloudy days, or day with
less sunlight, the pebbles can be
activated or augmented with
artificial lighting integrated in the
handrail of the fountain
infrastructure.
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SUMMER PROGRAMMING
Effects of Wind
The fountain is designed to operate in a number of different
modes at different times of day.

• Fountain – Idle Mode
When nobody is interacting with the fountain, a calming a
pre-program sequence of fountain movement will animate
space.

• Fountain – Interactive Mode
Visitors will have the opportunity to interact with the
fountain in different manners. First their presence will be
• Fountain – Magical Moment
detected which will cause a wave to form and follow their
At specific times of day, such as sunset and later in the
movement. Second 12 interactive stations around the bay
evening, a amore elaborate activation will take place with
will allow the visitors to control a certain part of the
memorable music and fountain shows. Eventually, different
fountain, in terms of shape and colors. Even their heartbeat
versions of the show can alternate during the week to renew
will translate into fountain effect. Also, integrated into the
the visitor's interest
floor, a luminous installation will also react to the people’s
presence.
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Between May 1 and October 15, approximately 20%
of operating hours are likely to experience
conditions where wind can cause water spray on the
plaza. The red arrows and shaded areas on the
diagram show the most likely directions to be
affected by wind. During this same period,
approximately 25% of operating hours are likely to
experience wind speeds above 6.5 m/s which may
be too strong for full fountain operation. Excess
fountain spray may be mitigated by decreasing the
height of water jets or by using wind sensors to limit
the use of nozzles facing the wind. Water spray
would be beneficial to outdoor comfort during
periods of hot outdoor temperatures.
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LIGHTING

INTERACTIVITY

The lighting approach aims to go beyond what an ordinary fountain show offers and
make out of Reaume Park a must-see touristic attraction.

This option is family oriented. It become a vast playground
both for the kids during the day and for the older kid of all
ages during the evening. All around the walkway, the
presence and movement of visitor trigger different fountain
& multimedia effects.

Integrated Fountain Lighting
Each fountain nozzle would include integrated lighting that follows the path of the
waterflow. Both nozzles and lighting are fully programmable with DMX controls.
Land-based Lighting
Additional mechanized multifunction lighting instruments located around the
perimeter of the bay will augment the fountain show with layers of magic, adding
depth of color, materiality, and texture, magnifying the water's presence. Also,
these lighting instruments allow directing light rays in any direction and will offer a
wide variety of artistic fresco marrying light patterns and water movement.
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• Interactive Mode 1 - “Walk by”
As visitor walk closer to the edge of water their presence
is detected and a wave begin to follow . This liquid twin
will also induce a sound effect that will also follow the
visitor.
• Interactive Mode 2 - “Artful Play”
Gives the interactors control over the shape and color of
the effect the water jet produces. 12 interactive position
will be spread around the perimeter of the safety fence.
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WINTER PROGRAMMING
In winter, the Boardwalk’s primary programming is lighting. Taking advantage of
long nights and short days, lighting effects are enhanced, including programmed
lighting in the plaza, fully programmable illumination effects along the boardwalk,
as well as interactive components. The interactive sensors and inputs that are
integrated into the handrail can remain active in winter, though rather than
influencing waterflow it can affect lighting on the boardwalk.
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PRECAST UNIT – TYPE A
x5 UNITS

PRECAST UNIT – TYPE B
x18 UNITS

FOUNTAIN INFRASTRUCTURE

CONSTRUCTION STRATEGY

The existing service building would be expanded (roughly double the size) to house
the pumps and new programming equipment for the fountain and lighting. This
expanded service building would be built beside the existing service building and
integrated into the landscape similar to the current building. A series of new
underground pipes and electrical runs would be laid to service the fountain, and a
48” intake pipe would be required to connect from this expanded service building
to the bay. Transformers for 24v control will be located on the fountain structures.

The Boardwalk replaces the existing guardrail around the bay with a new fountain infrastructure housed in a series of
repeating precast concrete enclosures. These precast units fulfil a number of functions: they house all the fountain nozzles
and pipes (locating all the equipment on land for easy maintenance access), creates a integrated guardrail, and creates a
flood barrier for the belvedere. These precast elements also include a ‘engagement hand rail’ along its edge which houses
sensors and interactive components that allow visitors actions to have an effect on the fountain’s water movements and
lighting schemes.
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Land-based Option

THE ARCH
CONCEPT
The Peace Fountain is an international fountain.
Sited on an international boarder in one of the busiest commercial waterways in the
world, it reflects the relationship between Windsor and Detroit. The Arch is a
fountain built on the idea of connection. It evokes the relationship of Windsor and
Detroit, and references the bridges that cross the river, solidifying this important
trade route. The Arch frames views towards Detroit and Belle Isle—its height, water
display, and lighting give the fountain visibility from Windsor and Detroit. The Arch
has a calming presence—its geometry building from the existing geometry of the
belvedere at Reaume Park. It creates a new landmark for the park with an innovative
water feature, showcasing Windsor as a city of innovation much in the same way that
the original Peace Fountain did when it opened 43 years ago.
The Arch features a unique and evocative water display building on the concept of a
bridge between cultures and peoples. An impressive 250-foot-long water sculpture
will evoke in its movement and it's shape the bridge between two countries, its
circulation and the spreading effect of the socio-economic benefit.
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PROPERTIES
The Arch is a 98m long, 14m tall steel arch spanning above the bay at Reaume Park.
Unlike the current Peace Fountain where all of the fountain equipment is in the
water and has to be removed in winter, the Arch houses all of the fountain
infrastructure high above the water and can remain in place in winter. This creates
many unique opportunities to create an innovative fountain with a variety of
waterflow concepts.
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WATERFLOW
The Arch is designed for 360 degrees of
waterflow, with a throw of up to 15m. The
location of the nozzles has been calibrated to
ensure water only throws into the bay.
Sensors would constantly measure wind
speed and direction and adjust the water
pressure and nozzle activations as necessary
to reduce water spray onto the belvedere.
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SUMMER PROGRAMMING
The fountain is designed to operate in a number of different
modes at different times of day.
• Fountain – Interactive Mode
Visitors will have the opportunity to have a very special
and cutting-edge moment mixing a fountain show with an
augmented reality experience telling the stories (to be
determined with the different stakeholders).
• Fountain – Idle Mode
When nobody is interacting with the fountain a preprogramed sequence will animate the space. In this mode,
the simplest nozzles will be mainly used to reduce energy
use and wear-and-tear on the fountain equipment. In Idle
mode the fountain can also develop effects that are
‘indexed’ to other activities in the City of Windsor, such as
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a measure of the traffic flow on the Ambassador Bridge.
• Fountain – Magical Moment
At specific times of day, such as sunset and later in the
evening, a more elaborate activation will take place with
memorable music and fountain shows. Eventually,
different versions of the show can alternate during the
week to renew the visitor's interest.
Additionally, the Arch fountain would be interactive with the
wind. Using wind sensors, the waterflow would adjust in realtime to wind effects, in part to reduce water spray onto the
plaza, but also as a choreography strategy. In extreme wind
conditions the fountain may temporarily turn-off its
waterflow.
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INTERACTIVITY

LIGHTING
The lighting approach aims to go beyond what an ordinary
fountain show offers and make out of Reaume Park a mustsee touristic attraction.

lighting instruments allow directing light rays in any direction
and will offer a wide variety of artistic fresco marrying light
patterns and water movement.

Integrated Fountain Lighting
Each fountain nozzle would include integrated lighting that
follows the path of the waterflow. Both nozzles and lighting
are fully programmable with DMX controls.

Arch-based Lighting
In addition to the integrated nozzle lights and land-based
lighting, additional lighting would be incorporated on the to
the arch itself, such as continuous LED strip lighting, as well
alighting mounted under the arch to help the structure have
a strong presence at night.

Land-based Lighting
Mechanized multifunction lighting instruments located
around the perimeter of the bay will augment the fountain
show with layers of magic, adding depth of color, materiality,
and texture, magnifying the water's presence. Also, these
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This option is family oriented. It become a vast playground
both for the kids during the day and for the older kid of all
ages during the evening. All around the walkway, the presence
and movement of visitor trigger different fountain &
multimedia effects.
• Interactive Mode 1 - “Walk by”
As visitors walk closer to the sensors located around the
edge of the bay, their presence is detected and the
fountain would ‘acknowledge’ their presence by sending a
water stream to that location. This liquid twin will also
induce a sound effect that will also follow the visitor.
• Interactive Mode 2 - “Artful Play”
Gives the visitors control over the shape and color of the
effect the water jet produces. 12 interactive position will
be spread around the perimeter of the bay.
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STRUCTURE
The shape of the fountain has been informed by the structural loads
imposed upon it. The classical form of an arch is utilized to minimize
bending forces throughout the structure resulting in an efficient use
of materials. To withstand the wind loads coming off the Detroit
River, the arch is widened at its base giving the structure additional
stability while maintaining a slim and elegant structure at the crown
of the arch.
A box truss will form the underlying structure of the arch. Four main
circular sections will form the main chords of the box truss. These
chords will be attached together with an interweaving network of
smaller diagonal elements. These diagonal elements will be
positioned with care to avoid conflicting with the articulating
fountain nozzles. The use of a truss typology allows for the tailoring
in size of the individual elements to their exact structural needs thus
minimizes the use of material.
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To achieve the unique structural form of the arch, the chords will be
faceted into linear segments to closely align with the exterior
cladded surface of the arch. A series of cleats that support removal
cladding elements will be integrated along the faceted chord
segments to make up the difference between the rationalized
structural geometry and the final cladded surface. In this way the
construction logic is similar to that of a car, with a rigid chassis that
supports enclosing panels.
The steel arch will be supported by a concrete structure that will
also facilitate the technical services rooms at each end of the arch. A
piled foundation will likely be required and exact requirements and
foundation depth will need to be assessed in the next stage of the
project.
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EQUIPMENT
CROSS SECTION

NOZZLE DETAIL
x85 UNITS

FOUNTAIN INFRASTRUCTURE
The Arch would require two new service buildings, one on either
end of the arch, integrated with the foundations for the arch. One
would be a room for computers, electrical, and programming
equipment for the fountain and lighting effects. The other would
house pumps and, filters, and other ‘wet’ infrastructure. A new 48”
diameter intake pipe from the river would be connected to this
service building.

The Arch itself houses 85 nozzles, supply lines, and electrical for the
integrated lighting. The voltage required for lighting is such that
transformers would be required to be located in the arch (currently
estimated at 3 transformers).
Access to the equipment would be from the top of the arch. The
specific details of how to access the top of the arch will be
developed in later design phases.

The existing service room would likely remain to house electrical
equipment. New electrical lines could be run to the new service
buildings through the landscape to reduce disruption to the plaza.
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WINTER PROGRAMMING
In winter, the Arch helps transform Reaume Park into a
destination.
SCULPTURE
The Arch creates a highly visible presence in Reaume Park,
framing views to Detroit throughout the year and creating a
landmark presence that can attract visitors in its own right.

F&B OPPORTUNITIES
The existing café at Reaume Park could be opened for winter
operations, with a seasonal menu with tea, coffee, hot
chocolate to help support the visitor experience. Alternatively,
or in addition to, the belvedere could host food trucks for
winter events.

LIGHTING
The Arch can act as a surface onto which different lighting
effects can be projected, animating the riverfront throughout
the year. Lights on the fountain itself can project onto the
water or to the belvedere to create exciting light shows at
night, partake in a larger Reaume Park-wide winter lights
festival, or to support complimentary outdoor winter
programming on the belvedere.
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK
COUNCIL SERVICES
Phone: (519)255-6211
CITY HALL
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
N9A 6S1

Fax: (519)255-6868
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WEBSITE: www.citywindsor.ca
City Council
Decision
Monday, April 19, 2021

Moved by: Councillor Costante
Seconded by: Councillor Francis
Decision Number: CR137/2021
That City Council APPROVE and make an award of RFP 155-20 to Partisans to
prepare multiple design and cost options for a future Peace Fountain concept, at a total
cost of $455,062 (inclusive of non-refundable HST and temporary financing costs), to be
funded from the $182,500 available in the Peace Fountains Capital Repairs project
(7162002) and a pre-commitment of $272,562 from funding available in 2022 in the
Fountain Restoration and Repairs project PFO-002-19, for the balance of funding
required; and further,
That the Chief Administrative Officer and the City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to sign any
related documentation for the Peace Fountain project, satisfactory in legal form to the
City Solicitor, in technical content to the Commissioner of Parks, Recreation, Culture &
Corporate Facilities and in financial content to the City Treasurer.
Carried.
Report Number: C 38/2021
Clerk’s File: SR/14084 8.3

Steve Vlachodimos

Deputy City Clerk/Senior Manager of Council Services
May 6, 2021
Department Distribution
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Ray Mensour
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Joe Mancina
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Tony Ardovini
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Senior Manager of Parks
(A) Commissioner of Parks, Recreation,
Culture & Corporate Facilities
City Solicitor
Chief Financial Officer
Financial Planning Administrator
Deputy Treasurer, Financial Planning
Senior Manager of Asset Planning
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External Distribution
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Chief Administrative Officer
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Appendix D - The Boardwalk
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Appendix E - The Arch
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